Amazon Advertising and Pay Per Click
A Handout Guide for Authors
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Introduction
Following the ‘Introduction to Publishing’ workshop this handout provides some key facts,
figures and recommendations to help you start to market your work with a limited budget.
This short document covers the basics for those looking to promote their materials on an
individual or small-scale budget.
If you are working for a marketing team or larger organisation and therefore have larger
budgets and/ or resources, you can contact me at simon@bewickconsulting.com for more
detailed/ sophisticated approaches to campaign strategy planning. Please feel free to use
the above email address for any informal questions.

What you will need to start promoting/ marketing your books on Amazon:

➢ An Amazon Account
➢ A Kindle Account (KDP): you will need this to upload your book. This is based on
your regular Amazon account
➢ A CAMPAIGN MANAGER account: An Amazon Advertising account: you will be asked
to create this when you go to your Bookshelf in KDP, choose the book you want to
promote and click on the Promote and Advertise button, and under ‘Run an Ad
Campaign’ click ‘Create an Ad Campaign’. If you don’t already have an account, this
will create it for you now, and sign you in.

A Few Facts:
The workshop looked at setting expectations and considered the differences between selfpublishing/ working with small Press and Indie publishers and traditional publishers. Here is
a recap of a few of those statistics:
•

The average self-published book sells less than 250 copies over the course of its
lifecycle

•

The average annual income for full time ‘professional’ authors is £12.5k and even
then, less than half say writing fiction is their main source of income

•

2017 saw the number of self-published books top the 1 million mark for the first
time with over 1,009,000 ISBNS issued

•

55%+ of all online sales start on Amazon (compare this to 17% on Google)

•

Over 50% of US households have Amazon Prime subscriptions

•

Growth in number of sellers means competition growing: Amazon advertising is
Amazon’s fastest growing segment: topping over $2 billion in ad revenue last year

•

Conversion rates on Amazon are 10% - far higher than other channels

•

In 2017 – Amazon took half of all Black Friday sales

•

In 2017 30% of the top 100 books on Amazon are self-published, that percentage is
still rising

All of the above to say:
1. It is easier to get your book published today than it ever has been.
2. Publishing a book does not mean you are going to sell a book.
3. There are many avenues to consider in getting your book to market and in front of
the eyes of potential readers, but it will not happen automatically: it requires
thought and a plan

How to Sell in Amazon
There are a range of ways you can promote and sell your books on Amazon. This will depend
on whether you want to set yourself up as a formal seller or not.
For many authors the standard advertising and promotion available via the Kindle
advertising platform is sufficient.
If you are looking to promote a wide range of titles, or act on behalf of other authors as well
as yourself (for example you may be considering setting up your own independent
publishing or promotion company) you may want to consider either the Vendor Central or
the Seller Central programs.
Summary of Vendor Central vs. Seller Central:
Sellers list, price and market their products themselves.
Vendors sell their products to Amazon-employed buyers, who then list and resell the
products to Amazon users.
Access
Pricing
Marketing
Sales
Logistics

Messaging
Analytics

Vendor Central

Seller Central

Invite only
Amazon controls
Access to Amazon marketing
services and A+ content
Sell to Amazon
Have to adhere to Amazon’s
logistics and processes

Open to any seller
Seller controls
Access to enhanced brand
content
Sell to Amazon customers
Can control their own logistics
or use Fulfilment by Amazon
(FBA) (e.g. Prime delivery and
easier selling across Europe.
Seller handles messages and
returns
Robust analytics

Amazon handles messages and
returns
No analytics to view

Vendor Central costs £25 per month for unlimited sales, while Seller Central uses traditional
Amazon seller fees.
The current situation of the Vendor program is the matter of some debate.
For the vast majority of small to medium range sellers, it is unlikely that the Vendor Central
program will be the most appropriate route to take, but it is something to be aware of.
This document will consider two main methods of selling and promoting books.

Note: For the sake of simplicity and the focus of the workshop this assumes the platform of
publishing choice is Kindle. Alternative publishing platforms include Smashwords/
Kobo/ Draft2Digital.com etc but the principles remain the same.
Step 1: Write your book
Step 2: Get your book into a state where you are ready to publish it through formatting/
editing and rewrites…
Step 3: Set up an account within Kindle Direct Publishing.
Step 4: Upload your work to the system – this is not intended to be a step-by-step guide to
doing so: the information provided within the platform is relatively intuitive with help
buttons liberally available. But some steps you will want to consider include…
•

eBook/ Paperback or both. Whichever you choose you will need to consider your
book content, cover, description, keywords and categories, and create an ISBN (an
International Standard Book Number, which is a unique numeric commercial book
identifier used by booksellers and buyers to find the specific title required and
needed to sit in global book recognition databases)

After filling in the basic details of your book (language/ title/ series/ etc), you will need to
consider certain areas which will help others find your book on Amazon. These include:

Your description:
This is one of the most important marketing tools you have and is what will appear on your
book page on Amazon. You have approximately 4,000 characters you can use. Typically this
will include a plot summary, and possibly testimonials, and other ‘key selling points’ that will
encourage a reader who comes across your book to at least use the Look Inside feature to
learn more about it, or, hopefully to follow the call-to-action and buy it.

Keywords: you can choose up to seven keywords that describe your book. This meta data
will assist in ensuring it appears in the right sort of general searches readers might use to
find your book. These can be anything you want, but you should think about the type of
searches people will use. If you were to describe your book to someone who hasn’t seen
anything about it, what words would you use in the most general terms to get the idea of it
across?

Categories: you can choose two categories in Amazon’s pick list. This is used in the faceting
to start narrowing down searches to the most relevant titles: You’ll find a range of options
presented to choose from, So within Fiction you can choose a more specific genre. In my
example I chose Fiction> Crime, and Fiction > Humorous. Your choices will affect how your
book is presented, the books it appears alongside and, as your title sells (hopefully), where it
will appear in the charts.

Age and Grade Range: if your book is aimed at children or young adults, you can apply
categories to it, so readers know they are choosing an appropriate level. (It will also allow
you to select a US grade range, for which you may want to do some research)

Pre Order
Here you can start your first steps in marketing your book. Do you want to start promoting
your book before it is actually available?
By selecting pre-order you can set a date when you know your book will be available (be
realistic in how long it will take you before you are 100% satisfied with it, if you are not
ready to release your book at this moment in time).
You can then start your promotion plans on the other channels you may be using (eg if you
have a blog/ website/ social media channels), and users will be able to see the book on the
Amazon site and place a pre-order for it. When the book is available it will be shipped/
downloaded to their device at that point in time.
Pre-order can be a good way to ensure you keep focused and complete your book, but it can
add additional pressure to you, so you should decide how confident you are in making the
date you set. (There can be penalties if you set a date which you cannot then meet).

KDP SELECT
Your next ‘marketing’ decision will be whether you want to enrol your book in the KDP
Select scheme offered by Amazon.
The KDP Select programme has a number of plus points for the author but does have a
couple of restrictions you need to consider before deciding whether you want to make your
book a part of it.
The Pros of KDP Select include:
•

•

•

•

•

You receive a higher royalty rate per book sold. You can choose the level of royalty
you receive from a selected amount, but you can choose to receive 70% rather than
a standard non KDP 35% (there are some implications on this, detailed below)
Over One hundred million people subscribe to the Kindle Unlimited program, and
available to Amazon Prime members. By paying a monthly subscription charge they
can borrow any book part of the scheme for free.
As the author of a book in KDP Select you get paid by the number of pages read
when your book is borrowed. This means even if a reader doesn’t read all of your
book you will still receive payment. The number of ‘tries’ readers use in their
membership means this can be a considerable number of reads, and Amazon tracks
every page. Many newer readers make more money from page reads than they do
from actual book sales.
Because the cost per pay read is fixed, it means you are receiving a set amount per
page regardless of the publish price of your book – for non-name author who are
often having to sell their books at lower prices than the Stephen Kings or John
Grishams of the world, this can mean you would actually make more money if
someone was to read your book through KDP than if they were to pay, say, £0.99 for
your entire 350 page book.
There are a number of marketing/ promotional benefits to using KDP Select: for
example, you can discount your book to free for 5 days over a 90-day period. These
days can be taken all at once as a five-day period, or they can be spread out over
time. This allows any reader 0 not just subscribers to the Kindle programme to
download your book for free during that period. While you won’t receive royalties
on these free books, this can be a useful tool to help you get your book ‘out there’
and raise awareness.

•

•

If you want to temporarily discount your book, rather than make it completely free,
Kindle Select can help – you can choose 7 days of price discounting in each 90-day
period using a ‘Countdown Deal’. This means you can discount your book to
whatever price you want and still receive your 70% discount on that amount (rather
than the 35% reduction required for low cost books outside of the KDP range).
A number of eBook promotion sites will allow you to advertise and promote your
‘free on Kindle Unlimited’ books through their sites, some of which have hundreds of
thousands of subscribers.

The Cons, or at least considerations of the KDP Select programme include:
•

•

•
•

You can only publish your eBook on Amazon. This is a biggie, so you need to consider
this carefully. Some readers prefer to download their books on Apple, Barnes and
Nobles or other platforms. While Kindle and Amazon are by far the market leaders,
there are many who prefer to use other platforms, so you do need to be aware you
will be missing out on their potential custom.
Depending on the number of pages in your eBook and the price you are charging for
it on a regular basis (typically above £2.99), the royalties you get from those
borrowing your book may be less than the royalties you have set on your ‘normal’
price.
While you can choose how much you charge for the sale of your book (whether it is
eBook or Print), you have no say in how much Amazon pay per page read.
If you break the rules in any way that Amazon sets for the KDP Select program, even
if it was done unintentionally, then Amazon can ban your materials (all of them)
from their site, and it can be extremely difficult and lengthy to get them to change
their course of action.

Two things to note:
1. The big six publishers – the ‘traditional’ publishers do not use KDP Select. The fact
that ‘major’ authors do not publish on there means that for some, the Kindle
Unlimited programme is viewed as ‘lesser’ or not as professional. It also means,
because it is so easy to publish on the platform, that there is a huge amount of
competition on there with other authors using it and there is no opportunity while in
the program to try other channels. However
2. Enrolling in the KDP Select program does not have to be a permanent decision. If,
after trying it, an author wants to expand their offering to multiple platforms, they
can exit the programme and still publish their works through the standard Amazon
and Kindle offerings.

Royalties and Pricing:
As detailed earlier, when publishing on KDP you can choose your royalty rate at 35%
or 70%. It may seem a no-brainer: why wouldn’t you choose 70%?
Well, firstly the 70% option is only available if you choose to be part of the Select
program as described previously. In addition, if you choose 70% there is a delivery
charge for users to download your book. It’s a small one, but if you are giving your
book away for free or at minimal cost, that delivery cost may be a factor. There is no
charge for download if you choose the 35% option.
In addition, there are a small number of limitations in the territories your work can
be made available in depending on the program.
You should decide what you want to charge for your book, why you want to get your
book out there, and what you are expecting in terms of financial renumeration
before deciding on your royalty rate.

As the above screen shot shows, you can also decide which territories you sell your
product in and whether you charge different amounts by territory.

Marketing in Kindle and on Amazon:
After enrolling within the campaign management, you can start to consider your marketing.
There are two basic types of advertising you can carry out on Amazon Kindle and to do
either you will need to set up campaign management which you can do from your Kindle
account through Promote and Advertise. From there you can run a price promotion or an
ad campaign.
Currently, you can only run ads on Amazon.com. You can advertise books written in
languages other than English, but all language in the ad must match the language of the
Amazon site where the ad's running. For example, if you want to advertise a book written
in Japanese on Amazon.com, the ad must be in English. Also, book titles must clearly state
if the book isn't in the language of the Amazon site where the ad's running.

Run a Price Promotion: as detailed above – either as a countdown deal where you set your
book to a lower price than normal, or as a free book promotion which can be ran for a
selected amount of time, depending whether you have signed up to Select or not, again, as
detailed above.

The second option is to run an Ad Campaign, and there are two basic types available:
Sponsored Product ads FOR EBOOKS AND PRINT: appear below Amazon search results and
below the fold on product (book) pages. Sponsored Product ads can be targeted by keyword
or can use auto-targeting. This option allows you to promote products to shoppers actively
searching with related keywords or viewing similar products on Amazon.
Lockscreen Ads: FOR EBOOKS ONLY: appear on related product detail pages and can
appear on the Kindle reader screensaver and home screen. Lockscreen ads can be targeted
by book genre or relevant products.
We will now look at each of these options in more detail:

Sponsored Product ads
As can be seen from the screen shot below you can choose dates and a budget for your campaign.

You can also choose whether you want to use automatic targeting or manual targeting.
If you choose automatic targeting Amazon will automatically provide suggested keyword
budgets based on search demand.
Amazon targets keywords and products that are similar to your ad's title based on your
product information. (See earlier in this document – this is why spending time on your
keywords, category and description is important)
When you choose automatic targeting, Amazon uses four default strategies to reach wouldbe buyers of your book:
Close match, Loose match, Substitutes and Complements. The following chart demonstrates
the differences between these and is taken from Amazon’s own guidance pages. (Which are
very good – much of this will be on hand to help you as you set up your campaign)

Typically, automatic targeting makes sense to do when you are first getting used to Amazon
advertising, but is, in my experience much less effective in terms of results.
Manual Targeting: is more suitable once you start to learn a bit more about what keywords
are bringing people to your book. You can tell this from keyword analytical tools widely
available, and potentially through some of the reviews you start to receive about your book.
You have two manual options: product targeting and keyword targeting.
If you target on product, you can choose categories of your own, or use Amazon’s
suggestions. You can adjust your choices even while the product is running.
You can choose your keywords based on your book’s content, the description, common
words of the genre, or those used by similar authors. There are five basic keyword types you
can base your campaign around: generally, you will get best results from combining more
than one of these match types as it will widen the audience while still maintaining general
interest areas.
Broad
Phrase
Exact
Negative phrase
Negative exact

Again, as an example, the following is taken from Amazon’s own help sections:

LOCKSCREEN ADS (replacing Product Display Ads)
Since January 2019, Product Display Ad have been replaced by ‘Lockscreen Ads’ by Amazon,
these ads are based on shoppers' interests and are shown when they ‘unlock’ their Kindle Ereaders or Fire Tablets to begin reading or shopping for books.
Like the Sponsored ads you can set a budget and length of time for your campaign to run.
When you set up your campaign you can multiply your daily budget by the days you want
the campaign to run to estimate the overall budget you are going to be spending. This is the
amount you are willing to spend for this ad campaign. You are only charged when a
customer clicks on your ad. The lifetime budget must be at least 100x your bid. The
minimum campaign budget $100. This does not mean you will spend $100, as you only pay
when someone clicks on your link. You will also choose how much per click you are prepared
to pay. This has to be a minimum of $0.02, but can be higher: the higher you bid, the better
your chance of exposure. However you should weight the cost you’re prepared to bid on a
click against the price of your book – there’s no point budgeting $1 per click if you’re only
charging $1.99 for your book: and be aware that not every click will result in a sale: the
average conversion rate for Amazon PPC advertisers is 10% (this is much higher than many
other channels, but may vary for your product). So, you need to do a little maths to decide
what a sensible budget and click looks like. This may need some research as you must
remember you're competing with other advertisers. This means if you set a cost-per-click
bid that's lower than other live ads, your ad may not be shown.
With Product Display Ads you choose the Target interests that are relevant to your
advertised products – again, this is why it is important to spend some time on your initial set
up to ensure you categorise your book effectively: while it does not directly link to the
choices you make here, it does make sense that it lines up with the areas you are targeting

so that you do not get a high bounce rate (where users click away straight away because the
product is not what they were looking for)

Your interests targeting can be as wide or specific as you want. So, if you have a fiction
book, you can choose not only the fact that it is a fiction book, but more specific details of it.
In my recent campaign I had a fiction book which was a collection of short stories about a
private investigator. The story was ‘soft-boiled’ – no swearing, graphic violence or disturbing
themes. There was an element of humour about it. To this end, I selected:
➢ Literature and Fiction – Anthologies and Short Stories
And
➢ Mystery, Thriller and Suspense – Mystery
It is possible to select as many sections as you require.

You then select how much you are prepared to pay when a user clicks on your ad.
You then enter an auction for the ad space you are trying to buy. There may (and will be)
other book promoters bidding on similar spaces because their books are of a similar interest
to yours.

You can add customised text to support your advert – up to a maximum of 150
characters, so you have to make your words concise. You can’t use all CAPS and you can’t
make unsubstantiated or untrue claims.
This text will appear alongside your book cover in the advert.

Your advert will appear in the tablet Lockscreen and, in a smaller format on a tablet
Home Screen, in the example above it appears like this:

You will then submit your advert for review and it will be approved or rejected by
Amazon.

A few considerations about ad formats:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All images must be legible and of a high resolution.
All ads must be static (no animations)
Sponsored Brands must be 728x90, 800x90, 300x250, 160x600, 245x135 or 900x45.
Product Display Ads must be 728x90, 300x250, 160x600, 245x135 or 900x45.
Ads must be suitable for a general audience (regardless of whether your product is)
Be written in the primary language of the site it will be displayed on
You cannot use ‘Click Here’ ‘Shop Now’ or similar variations in your text.

Amazon Marketing Services
Amazon Marketing Services (AMS) launched in 2012.
AMS is relevant to any products being sold on Amazon, but for the purposes of this
document will concentrate on books.
Amazon Marketing Services (AMS) is a digital advertising platform which helps sellers and
vendors promote products within Amazon itself. It is open/ available to anyone wanting to
sell items via the platform and offers a range of services depending on budget/ resource/
technical skills available. By creating ads in AMS a seller can link to internal pages within
Amazon to appear higher or more prominently depending on a user’s search or preferences.
Since its introduction AMS has gone through various iterations, with changes and
refinements as Amazon’s offerings and technologies have improved.
Today there are three main advertising formats:
•
•
•

Amazon Sponsored Products Ads
Amazon Headline Search Ads
Amazon Product Display Ads

Amazon Sponsored Products
Sponsored products target by keywords and appear below search results when a user is in
Amazon.

A+ and Headline Search Ads
HSAs are keyword-driven banner ads that run along the very top of Amazon’s search results
page.
HSAs are above-the-fold (meaning that a user looking at the site does not have to scroll
down – and so that it is the first thing a would-be shopper will encounter when viewing)

An HSA allows you to link through to EBC, A+ or Store content (more on this in a moment),
Best-selling products or a custom URL (on Amazon)

An HAS can feature up to 3 ASINS (products recognised by Amazon), a brand logo and a
custom headline. Here is an example:

These ads are based on keyword-driven targeting where advertisers place bids on product
keywords, charged on cost-per-click (CPC) basis. This requires a budget of somewhere in the
region of $100 per day.
You can choose to target a range of different product types. This includes targeting a
famous (or not so famous but someone you feel is ‘right’ for your book) author in the genre
you are trying to sell into. (‘Customers Who Bought This Also Bought’…) To do this you
would bid heavily on one of those authors so that your book shows up everywhere on their
book’s page. This can be done via specific authors or more general areas and can be based
on sales/ interest If I look at my title I see:

To start using HAS

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Click on Campaign Manager.
Select Headline Search Ads.
Click Create Campaign.
Select ad landing page.
Set a campaign budget.
Add keywords and bids.
Add an image and headline

A+ and EBC: (Enhanced Brand Content)
If you are serious about selling your product, or are a business of any size, you may want to
consider using enhanced listings to reach more customers.
There are many ways to do this on Amazon but two of the most popular are A+ detail pages
and Enhanced Brand Content
Each allows you to add additional information, style and formats to your advertisement – to
give more information about your products and services, and to make more dynamic
content than standard advertising. While exact statistics are still minimal, there is no doubt
that running these programmes does increase sales.
The main difference between the two is the type of account you need to run them.

In a nutshell:
A+ Detail Pages allow you to show detailed descriptions, images and comparison charts as
well as creating more of a story around your offerings. Amazon say that the program
increases sales by 3-10%
Enhanced Brand Content allows third-party sellers to add more descriptive text to your
products and add additional images. Amazon has claimed that by using EBC you will have
higher conversion rates, increase your sales traffic, and increase sales, although they are a
little cagey as to by how much.
Both page types allow you to do more than the standard methods of advertising, including:
•
•
•
•

Build your brand image
Give greater examples on your products through both text and photos
Allows more detailed descriptions
Enable customers to ask questions about your product

EBC is open to sellers who have been approved as brand owners through Amazon’s Brand
Registry process. Once approved as a brand owner, sellers will qualify to add EBC to ASINs
that are part of their approved brand catalog but cannot add content to ASINs that are not
part of their brand.
EBC allows you to create enhanced description pages, including images and formatted text,
using templates. It is free to use, only available to 3rd party sellers with registered brand
products and has a variety of rules and restrictions
You will need more budget to use EBC: more design work, more marketing skill, more
resource.

Search Engine Optimisation will be improved, by creating modules with pictures and
features, advantages and benefits, which you can use to include your keywords, which will
then come up in search.
NOTE You will need to be registered on Amazon’s Brand Registry before you can start
utilising these features.

Start by completing a template:

And submit for review to Amazon. It can take up to 7 days to review submissions and you
can have up to 20 pending submissions at any one time.
There are, as you would expect a considerable list of do’s and don’ts’s in the process and it
is, for me, debatable as to how relevant this makes the service to book selling given some of
these restrictions.
You should avoid (for example): Referencing your company as a seller or distributor or
provide company contact information, making claims, include copyrights etc, use third party
reviews etc.
While statistics are not yet fully available for the success uplift of the programme, early
reports are claiming 10% higher uptake (purchases) than Amazon’s previous ‘advanced’
advertising programmes, and potentially three times more than standard paid advertising.
Here is an example from Amazon which shows the difference that it can make between a
standard product description and Enhanced Brand Content:

A+ content
A+ content allows you to do many of the same things that EBC does and is currently
available to any authorized seller through the Vendor Central, also known as the first-party
seller pages. A+ has 12 different modules which have various advanced settings attached to
them – for example enhanced image functionality such as image change and roll over. It also
provides seven different options for your header, and various text change options.

It is free – or at least free to start up, but design and features will likely run to around $400
per product page if you have the marketing and technical knowledge to create your
offerings yourself through the “Self-Service” module offered. If you use this method you
have more control over the design of your layout so that, if you have experience and
knowledge around UX and customer journeys, then you can create a highly effective
marketing campaign.

However, if you need to use the “Amazon Builds for You” module because you don’t have
the marketing or design knowledge the cost of creating this offering will be more expensive:
anywhere between $500 – $1500 per product detail page. If you use the Amazon Builds
method, you will be responsible for providing Amazon with any of the content and photos
you want to use, but Amazon will pick the layout and design of the page.

Here are some examples of A+ pages:

Summary
The previous document is a whistle stop tour of some of the options open to authors – be
they first time, experienced, sole traders or looking to start publishing a range of materials.
Amazon, through its Kindle program, offers extensive support in marketing and promotion
of titles. Once you have registered in Kindle, these will be open to you. There is also an
extensive community programme within Kindle to ask specific questions and share
experiences with other authors.
If you’re just starting out, there are a lot of things you can try for free, or for minimum
expenditure through promotions and advertising in Amazon. Try setting up a promotion and
limit your budget to £10.
Once you have an advertising campaign account set up you’ll find a wide range of reports
and analysis available to you, so you can track what is working and what is not, and refine
your campaigns from there on out.

There are many sites and companies out there that will also help you promote your books –
some free, some for subscription fees: sites like AllAuthors, BookCave, Writer’sLife.Org. etc
Beyond the basic free/ minimal cost advertising, it is questionable as to whether you will
benefit from (or even be applicable for), the likes of more ‘professional’ A+ or EBC branding
for your product.
If you are a single author, with a limited number of books to promote, then you are likely to
be able to get all the promotion you need from the standard advertising opportunities in
Amazon, and at a more reasonable and more manageable costs.
If you are a small, medium or even large business with a wide portfolio and looking to trade
extensively in the US, then you may want to consider Amazon Advantage.
(And for a more strategic approach, do feel free to contact me at
simon@bewickconsulting.com).

